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The demand-side management measurement protocols prepared for California's Statewide Collaborative
Process indicate that improvements in the estimates of energy savings from utilities' demand-side
management programs are to be realized "by relying more on metered or statistical analyses to replace
engineering-based estimates .. " Because end-use metered data are relatively costly to collect, one major
California utility developed a pilot program for short-term monitoring to obtain data on energy use at
commercial sites where lighting, refrigeration, or motor retrofits had been made in response to the
utility's rebates and to use these data to measure the savings resulting from such retrofits. This paper
reports· on findings from the first year of this short-term commercial metering project and demonstrates
that the savings realized from the installation of energy-efficiency measures can be effectively evaluated
via short-term metering of end-use loads.

Introduction

estimates of actual

The Statewide Collaborative Process in California has
encouraged utilities to develop various demand-side
management programs to encourage energy efficiency
among their customers. As of its effort in response to
the collaborative process, a California has
instituted direct and customized rebate programs for its
non-residential customers & Measures installed under these
programs are to savings in net avoided

traJr1SJJrnS~S10]t1, distribution and energy costs ..

For program and purposes, the
had initial estimates of the

demand reductions and energy from the
various measures for rebates under the programs.

under of the collaborative
process, the was to and/or refine these initial
estimates of the that result from the programso In

the demand-side measurement
pr(l~toC:OlS prerpwroo for the Statewide CoHaborative Process

in the estimates of energy
more on metered or

enJ~meeXmj~-baSe~estimates. n

metered data are costly to
de1,elc)ned a program for short-

term to obtain data on energy use at commer...
cial sites where or motor retrofits
had been made in response to the rebates and to
use these data to measure the resulting from such
retrofitss of the work included:

Reconciling actual metered estimates of savings with
the initial engineering estimates used in program
plmmrrljz and Iml)!elneIltatlon

as a test end-use
technology to measure energy and demand savings
that result from lmtlTo've-n errlCH~nc:y

The results of the first year's work on this commercial
short-term project are in this paper.

Data Collection

Fourteen sites were selected as case studies for the short-
term Nine of the sites were metered for

retrofits" two for refrigeration, and three for motors.
obtain data on air conditioning energy use from which

to estimate kWh savings for measures affecting air con
(iltlOIJunj~, longer-term monitoring is required because of
the higher dependence of air conditioning use on weather

In end-use metering, the major cost items are associated
with monitoring equipment purchase/leasing, installation
labor, and data collection and verifications Cost reductions
were realized with the shorter term metering of specific
end uses because less costly equipment could be used and
the amount of data that needed to be cleaned and verified
is less.. For example, an 8-channel data recorder was
2erler~lUy adequate when one end-use is being mom
toredo several end-uses are being monitored at the



sites~

same time, a 16-channel recorder is required., the cost of
which is correspondingly highero)

The second of that was prepared depicts
electricity use for an average weekday and an average
weekend day" working days (Le., Monday
t.nrjDUil~ Friday) were included in the weekday grouping.
Non-working days of a week (normally Saturday and

but also were included in the weekend
day For each type of day and for each site,
average electricity use for the monitored use for each
half-hour interval of the was computed as the mean of
the recorded data for that intervaL This gave 48 values to
describe the for an average weekday for an
average weekend day for each site.. Average daily energy
use for at a site for a given type of day was found

sUlmnmg the 48 values for that type of day.

lighting energy use. The demand reduction and savings
estimates developed from the metered data were then
compared to the initial engineering estimates used in
program planning and implementation.

nalysis f avings from lighting
etrofits

For each of the metered sites, profiles that depict
electricity use for the monitored end use were developed.
These profiles are basically descriptive of the patterns of
electricity use at the metered sites, both before and after
the changes to the lighting system..

The first type of profile graphically represents the
measured electricity use for the monitored end for all days
for which metered data were collected, both pre-retrofit
and post-retrofit. Figure 1 is an example of these profiles,
which essentially summarize the collected data in a
graphical format .. Note that peak demand for the moni
tored end use can be read directly from this type of

The data generated for the profiles were then used to
changes in kW demand and in kWh energy use

from the energy efficiency changes. The
estimates of demand reductions and energy made
from the metered data were compared to the initial
en~~m~~r:m2 estimates ..

Nine sites where changes in the lighting systems had been
made were monitored.. Summary characteristics for the
monitored sites are reported in Table 1. The most
common lighting retrofits were to delamp four-lamp fix
tures down to two lamps, to remove one ballast, and to
install reflectors .. Other changes were to convert
incandescent to fluorescent to install
pressure sodium vapor and to install
current limiterse

ceduresnalysisata

For the work on the short-term commercial metering
project, an 8-channel data recorder was used at each site
to record energy use at half-hour intervals on the circuits
where energy efficiency changes had been made. Current
transformers were used to measure the current in the
panels supplying the end use being metered. This was
accomplished by passing the line that carried the electrical
current to the metered load through the core of the
transformer. Electricity use was initially measured in
pulses, which were converted. to kWh for reporting and
analysis purposes. Real power usage, voltage and amper
age were all measured so that the data could be used to
calculate the power factor.

The collected data were to ensure that the time
was correct. To the

recorded data were for the site
that were taken with an amprobe the installation of

com1JJarIS011S were also made with
data from Site character-

istics and retrofit data were reviewed with the "!R'Il'll'llllilll'lhiY'1t'1

account to ensure that the data used for the
were consistent with the made at the

The data on energy use were collected and grouped in
time series by the data recorder. These data were retrieved
from the recorder during a site visit; the data were down
loaded into a portable computer during the visit and then
transferred to a main computer at the office. Because the
recorder used has approximately 26 kilobytes of memory,
the of data retrieval from a site depended upon
the number of recorded and the record-

interval~ In the sites were visited every 14
days.

After the metered data for a site were collected and veri-
were used to estimates of actual reduc-

tions in demand and of actual in

For some it was not to record energy use
data for all of the circuits affected the energy .....,;g. Af,~'''''A''''''JUlI.''''J

For of lighting
retrofits was difficult at some sites that had elec-
trical or where ealUPlnellt
the For these a factor was calcu-
lated and used to scale the recorded data to the same level
as was used in the initial estimates
of and demand reductions~

3",38 - Buller et air.
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where AVEKWHi is average energy use for AAfoiilJl.Ji."'.Il.AJI~

for of i week:c:iav or weekend and Ni

lighting demand were dampened somewhat because of
increased utilization in the post-retrofit period& On aver
age, lighting utilization was about 20 % higher in the

than in the nr~~-t"~~r'f'rllnr

Annual Use

Estimates of energy use for lighting (measured. in kWh)
were also developed from the metered data. Average daily
lighting energy use (in kWbJday) was calculated from the
metered data for each site. These averages are reported in
Table 3 for both weekdays and weekend days and for both
pre- and post-retrofit Average energy use for light
ing during weekdays dropped at aU sites, with reductions
ranging from 17.2% to 42&8%& Average daily electricity
use on weekend days also dropped for all sites but one;
the reductions for weekend usage ranged from -1 ~ 7 % to

77.5%.

The initial estimates of savings in energy use
were on an an.nual basis" to compare the

in energy use derived from the metered
data to the initial estimates of the eXiJectect
savings, it was necessary to develop estimates of annual
energy use the metered data. These estimates
were to the formula:

2

The lighting retrofits were of course expected to reduce
the peak demand for lighting at the sites. Accordingly,
peak demands for lighting electricity use in pre- and
post-retrofit periods were determined for each site. These
peak demand data are reported in Table 2 for the nine
sites.. Also reported there are the comparisons between the
initial engineering estimates of reductions in
dema:nd and the reductions as estimated from the metered
data.. As calculated from the metered data, the percentage
reductions in lighting kW demand ranged from 30% to
46%, with the average percentage reduction being 36.2%.
Moreover, the lighting demand reductions estimated from
the metered data are all less than the initial engineering
estimates of the expected reductions ..

Further analysis of the data indicated that the initial
engineering estimates of the demand reductions were
higher than the estimates from the metered data because
lighting utilization factors were captured in the metered
data but had not been incorporated in the initial en~~mt~r-

estimates.. That the initial engineering estimates of
demand reductions calculated. at the time of the rebate
audit were based on the that all of the con-
nected load is utilized at the time of
demand~ utilization to be the

H211tllll2 load used at a
112Jltrnl2 utilization in the

was less than 100% at an sites~ The
metered data also showed that realized reductions in

" ":t;iu:)"............. ,<~::~~:
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2~ Percentage of Connected :Load Utilized at Monitored Sites

is the number of days of a given type of day. Two esti
mates of aminal energy use for lighting were developed
from the metered data, one average daily kWh from
the and the other data for the

The same assumptions about numbers
were used for each calculation.

The estimates of annual lighting energy use thus devel
oped are reported in Table 4 and compared to the initial
engineering estimates of savings.. The estimates of kWh
savings based on the metered data an average
reduction in annual lighting energy use of about 34% for
the metered sites, with reductions ranging from 12.5% to
44$7 %.. the estimates from the metered data
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used some hours that a site is open may be signifi-
less than fuU load. hours open are

than hours of fun load

The of the sites monitored for ~ .. """"~",t·"",, • .r"Ii

changes is of interest in evaluating the extent to which the
savings estimated from the metered data for these sites
can be to the wider population of commercial
customers served the utility. Accordingly, the repre-
sentativeness of the monitored sites was evaluated by

each of the factors that contributes to
rlAt~~~lIft·ilnnr U2;JrltlIJlj2; energy use in a lighting

the of the capacity that is utilized,
and hours of use. The examination of these various factors
suggested that, by and large, the sites at which the short
term monitoring of lighting retrofits was conducted were
fairly representative of the broader population of
commercial buildings with respect to lighting capacity and
hours of use. Whether the metered savings determined for
the monitored sites were higher or lower than would be
found in a larger, more representative population therefore
appears to depend on the degree to which the utilization of
lighting capacity at these sites is representative of lighting
utilization in the general At this data for
determining lighting utilization factors for the general
POlDuilatlc.:n are limitecL

are aU lower than the initial estimates of the
kWh Further identified degree of utiliza-
tion , the percentage of connected load being used at a

and hours of as the most ImnOJrtall1t
factors differences between the metered estimates
and the initial enj~m~eerm2 estimatesG

As noted utilization factors were cat>WJred
in the metered data but had not been in the
initial estimates~ While 100% utilization of
112JtltUJUl was assumed in. the initial en!zm4OOrJUJ.2:

the metered data showed. that utilization was
gerler2lHy lower~ the number of hours
assumed for the initial estimates to
be than the hours of full load ODf~ratlon

the metered data. Because the utiliza-
tion factor used in the initial estimates was
100%, the number of hours used for those
energy calculations was fun-load hours.
For purposes, fun load hours of

were calculated from the metered data by
the estimated annual energy use the

retrofit load. This showed that
the hours assumed for the initial engineering estimates
were than the inferred hours for six of the nine

in some cases hi r. course,
OOll1v:aleiLlt fun load hours do not necessarily correspond to
hours open~ That the of the that is

3 ..42 Buller at alg



To examine the electricity savings that result from the use
of higher efficiency refrigeration equipment, short term
metering was conducted at two wholesale stores owned

nalysis of
of-th rt
Equip ent

avings fr m
efrigerati n

tate- and operated by the same company. These two stores
were chosen for monitoring because they had nearly iden
tical refrigeration loads but different refrigeration systems.
Table 5 provides summary information about those charac
teristics of the two stores that have the greatest effect on
refrigeration energy use. As can be seen, the two stores
are similar in building construction, operation and refriger
ation load. However, the refrigeration equipment
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that is used. is very different. One store has a conventional
refrigeration system that uses individual compressor
systems for different loads (suction temperatures). The
other store has a state-of-the-art, custom-designed central
refrigeration system that includes a parallel compressor
design with two satellite compressors, floating head
pressure control, mechanical liquid subcooling, hot gas
defrost, heat recovery, and ambient subcooling.1 Conse
quently, collecting metered data on electricity use for
refrigeration at the two stores allowed comparison of
electricity use between a low-efficiency conventional
system and a higher efficiency state-of-the-art system and
estimation of the energy savings that result from the use of
state-of-the-art refrigeration technology.

The metered data collected at the two stores were used to
characterize the patterns of refrigeration energy use for
the conventional and the state-of-the-art refrigeration
systems. Figure 3 shows the average across weekdays
refrigeration profiles for the two stores.. These profiles
show that peak refrigeration demand is substantially lower
with the state-of-the-art system. Moreover, while there is
a single marked. peak .for the conventional system, the
state-of-the-art system has several smaller peakse This can
be attributed to the greater of the state-of-the-art

to match needed load and to other

savings features that contribute to peak reduction. More
over, energy use with the state-of-the-art system is
uniformly less throughout the day, reflecting the higher
overall efficiency of the state-of-the-art system.

Estimates of the changes in electricity use resulting from
use of the energy efficient refrigeration system were
calculated in terms both of the reduction in highest usage
rate at any hour (kW) and of the amount of energy saved
annually (kWh). These calculations were made using data
for refrigeration energy usage (kWh) and energy demand
(leW) derived from the average weekday and average
weekend day profilese For this analysis, summer months
were defined to include June through September and
winter months to include October through May. More
over, because the sites were located in somewhat different
climatic areas, savings were estimated first using the
metered data unadjusted for regional weather differences
and then with the data adjusted for the weather differ
ences; that is, savings calculations were based on the
difference between the average temperatures of two
locations, to which the manufacturer's data (performance

was applied~

Table 6 summarizes the unadjusted and weather-adjusted
estimates of demand reductions and energy use savings

120

3,. Electricity Use Profiles for Refrigeration Systems on Average Weekday
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calculated from the metered data. For comparison
purposes, the expected percentage savings as calculated
from manufacturer's data is also reported.

Analysis of Savings from Motor
etrofits

Data with which to the savings that are realized
from retrofitting with energy-efficient motors were
collected at three sites that had
received rebates for motors.
One of the sites .processes tomatoes, one processes prunes
and and one vegetables. At the

nOJrSelDO'\jver motor used
retHa(~ea with

At
hOlrselDO'Jver motor that
h""'SJI"iI'lI'll"IIIOIV tank was

en~~r2:y-e:rtl(~lelltmotor of the same size.
At the two motors 15

ho]rse'DO"~WeJr} that run Clr(~Ulaltrnl2

fans in the were with
en~~rgv-e;rtl~~lell1t motors of the same size. At each of the

1MII"!l'".1l"'il"!l~·n"ll"'1llnn eQ1UPlr.nellt was installed before the motor
retrofits were made so that both and
retrofit metered data could be collected with which to
measure the demand reductions and energy result-

from instaUation of the motors.

'"The delnand reductions and energy
that were estimated from each site are in

Table 7 and to the initial estimates
of the Based on the estimates made with the
metered demand for the motors was reduced by
an average of 0$3 % at the while the annual energy
use for the motors was reduced an average of 100%0

Reductions in demand and in energy use were damp-
ened because the load increased the no~u-r,~Tn"lnr

as to the period.

at accurate measurement of for these
sites was difficult because the random fluctuations in the
motor loads were than the expected savings to be
measured. The of the data from these sites
suggested that for short term to be a valid tool
for energy random fluctuations in the
load. have to be less than 20% of the energy

hO'Ne,rer,. that fluctuations in the load greater than
20% can be accounted for if are in UU,,"YA"""".

nelusions

The results of the short-term commercial
demonstrated that short-term of end-use

loads is an effective tool for the savings being
realized from the installation of energy-efficiency
measures, for lighting and refrigeration.
Results of the could be early enough
in a program to allow to the procedures used
to initial estimates of the savings to
be realized with measures, and to assist
account in with customers to
ae,relC)D their for rebates for such measures.
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through an expansion valve and heat exchanger.. The
remaining liquid flows directly through the heat
exchanger and is subcooled well below its saturation
temperature.. This will result in lower head pressure
and improved compressor efficiency.

Heat from a discharge line is used. to heat
domestic hot water.. This feature has no effect to
refrigeration savings.

Hot Gas Defrost uses saturated vapor from the
receiver to defrost the evaporator coils instead of
electric resistance used in conventional system.. The
hot gas defrost is much faster than electric defrost , so
case temperature recovery is also faster.

An has automatic flow
control for subcooling the leaving the receiver
by passing it to the condenser on its way to expansion

up additional heat to the ambient air.

Head Pressure Control allows the compres-
als~cn;ar~~e pressure to when the ambient air

below system conditions,
resulting in increased efficiency.

1. A ParaUel Compressor System is comprised of two
racks with three compressors each; one rack is for
low-temperature applications, and the other is for
medium-temperature applications. This
arrangement provides a selection of three compressors
in any combination to meet the load.. The
microprocessor-based control system senses the
refrigeration load (using load temperature and suction
pressure and selects a combination of com
pressors to meet the load with highest

Endnotes
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